
Request for Waiver from Requirements in NASA Directives 

Requesting Center/Responsible Office:

Directive Information 
Directive ID and subject: 

Identification of Requirement 
Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 1400.1: 

Scope (e.g., site, facility, operation, and/or activity) and duration of the request: 

Justification: 

Describe the purpose/rationale for this request: 

Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements.  If not, check here □

Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve, or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of 
the requirement. 

Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request.  If none, check here □

Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted.  If none, check here □

Relief from Environment, Safety, Health, Security Requirements 
Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request.  

Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public, the workers, and 
the environment. 

Signatures 

Requesting Office’s Official-in-Charge: 

Name:  Signature:  

Revised Suspense Date: 
(Determined by DMT)

Approving Office’s Official-in-Charge:             

Name:  Signature:  

□ Approved

□ Denied

Justification for denial, if applicable, or additional information if approved. 

NRW -  


	NRW: 1400.154
	Directive ID and subject:  NID 8715-129, Planetary Protection Provisions for Crewed Missions to the Earth’s Moon
	Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 14001: 3.4.2.3 NIDs and CIDs expire on the effective date of the permanent directive or 12 months after the effective date of the interim directive, whichever is earlier.  a. NIDs are removed from the NODIS Library upon expiration by the DMT, unless an NPD or NPR replacing the NID is submitted for review and approval or the Responsible Office requests an extension via a waiver, or choses to revise it. NIDs may be revised once.
	Scope eg site facility operation andor activity and duration of the request: The Office of Safety and Mission Assurance requests a waiver until September 30, 2024.
	Describe the purposerationale for this request: The current expiration date for NID 8715.129 is July 9, 2023. This waiver request is made to retain the current interim planetary protection policy for crewed missions while allowing additional time to develop a more permanent policy that reflects planetary protection needs and is cognizant of mission needs and knowledge gaps.
	Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements If not check here: The document is the only document known that provides Agency-level guidance regarding the application of planetary protection to crewed missions to Mars.
	undefined: Off
	Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of the requirement: The planetary protection guidance is considered needed to provide guidance to the Artemis mission development activities and show NASA's intent to the international community.
	Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request If none check here: There are no additional schedule or cost impacts.
	undefined_2: Off
	Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted If none check here: No risks are anticipated specific to the request.
	undefined_3: Off
	Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request: There are no special circumstances when considering relief from the environment, safety, health, and security requirements.
	Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public the workers and the environment: There are no necessary actions when considering relief from the environment, safety, health, and security requirements.
	Name: Frank Groen
		2023-08-03T06:40:54-0400
	Franciscus Groen


	Revised Suspense Date Determine by DMT: September 30, 2025
	Name_2: Bale Dalton /S/ 8-11-2023
	Approved: Off
	Denied: Off
	Justification for denial if applicable or additional information if approved: LG's direction: extend two years until 2025 and re-evaluate extension at teh time based on what has or hasn't evolved relative to urgency in Artemis or MSR. 
	Check Box2: Yes
	Check Box3: Off
	Check Box5: Yes
	Check Box6: Yes
	Check Box7: Yes
	SUBMIT: SUBMIT

	Instructions: Instructions:  Download, complete, and save the form first, then submit.
	Center: [HQ]
	Responsible Office: Office of Safety and Mission Assurance


